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It is specialized in the manufacture of colours, gel and hair product for the care of the skin and
capillary anomalies.
TINTURA IN CREMA
OSSIDANTE IN CREMA
DECO MECHES PROTEIN
PROTEIN MECHES
COLOR MECHES
POLVERE SCHIARENTE DELICATA NO AMMONIACA
LIQUIDO ARRICCIANTE PER CAPELLI
LIQUIDO FISSANTE
LUCIDANTE AI SILICONI VOLATILI
DISTRICANTE 2 FASI
MASHERA MILK PROTEIN
CREMA STIRANTE NO FIX SENZA AMMONIACA
MODELLANTE ANTICRESPO

SHAMPOO MILK PROTEIN
SHAMPOO MILK LUCIDANTE AI SILICONI
MOUSSE CREAM ALLE PROTEINE DEL LATTE
JOJOBA OIL
SHAMPOO JOJOBA
JOJOBA MASK
YOGURT MASK
SHAMPOO YOGURT
CRISTALLI LIQUIDI
CREMA MANI DERMOPROTETTIVA
GEL WAX STRONG EFFETTO BAGNATO
WAX SCULP FIX
GEL WAX STRONG
GLAZE FIX CONDICIONER
GLAZE FIX CONDICIONER
LACCA NO GAS CON ALOE VERA
LACCA EXTRA STRONG
MOUSSE EXTRA STRONG
FIALA ANTICADUTA DEI CAPELLI
SHAMPOO ANTICADUTA
SHAMPOO ANTIFORFORA
SHAMPOO NORMALIZZANTE
SHAMPOO ENERGIZZANTE
GEL WAX MODELLANTE PER CAPELLI
CERA ALLâ
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